PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS

THE RIGHT to be treated with dignity and respect

THE RIGHT to receive services without regard to race or ethnicity, gender, age, religion, national origin, sexual orientation or disability

THE RIGHT to know the name and professional qualifications of the person or persons providing services

THE RIGHT to personal privacy and confidentiality of information according to HIPPA

THE RIGHT to know, in advance, the fees for services

THE RIGHT to receive a clear explanation of evaluation and therapy results, plans and improvement

THE RIGHT to accept or reject services

THE RIGHT to receive services in a timely and competent manner, including referrals to other professionals

THE RIGHT to present concerns regarding services and to be informed of procedures for resolution

THE RIGHT to accept or reject participation in teaching, research or promotional activities

THE RIGHT to review personal records according to HIPPA

THE RIGHT to adequate notice and explanation for discontinuation of services

These rights belong to the person receiving services. A family member, guardian or legal representative may exercise these rights on the person’s behalf.

These rights pertain exclusively to services provided at the SUNY-New Paltz Speech, Language and Hearing Center.